
Laserck Corporation, headquartered in Osaka, Japan, has been 
the premier supplier of Offline Blanking in Japan and Southeast 
Asia for over 35 years. With their highly patented design, Laserck 
has over 100 Offline Blanking systems installed worldwide.  

Laserck Offline Blankers are manufactured to be highly productive 
machines. The style in which they separate the good blanks from 
the bad waste is a patented process that is highly innovative, very 
easy to makeready, and offers almost unlimited layouts that can 
process gang printed sheets or many of the same pieces.

What sets Laserck Offline Blankers apart from other Offline 
Blankers:

• Laserck uses stainless steel pins to push the waste away from 
the blanks.

• The Laserck makeready is fast and efficient. 
• All Laserck units offer stock automation to and from the 

blanking section.
• The BLK and CBL units also offer automatic palletization of 

the finished blanks. 
• Cycle speed of 55 seconds per stack which is far faster than 

any other Offline Blanker.

Laserck Offline Blankers – Since 1982

Q. What type of business can utilize a Laserck Offline Blanker?

A. Any company that does Die Cutting and is removing the waste 
manually. If you are using hourly wage employees to remove 
waste from die cut sheets, the Laserck ROI can be calculated 
easily.

Q. How efficient can the Laserck Offline Blanker perform?

A. No longer will you require 5 minutes to remove scrap from 
a 2.5” lift of die cut stock. A Laserck BLK Offline Blanker can 
typically take care of scrap removal and stacking for up to 3 die 
cutters with a cycle speed of 55 seconds per lift. This is reducing a 
workforce by several people per die cutter at a cost of $35,000 to 
$40,000 per person per year 

Fact – What Laserck doesn’t do is have the operator program the 
job at the machine.

Laserck prepress work can be done away from the machine so the 
blanking can continue as fast as possible

Fact - What Laserck does not do is have the operator manually 
load stock a small lift at a time to build a load.

Laserck uses a pickup and turning conveyor to get the lift of stock 
to the register board in a full lift, all at once. There is no lifting of 
any of the stock, which is easier on the operator and maintains 
integrity of the lift of die cut sheets. The operator does not have 
to lift the waste skeleton either. Either slide it or it is removed 
automatically.

Who Would Use a Laserck Offline 
Blanker and What They Don’t Do

Fact - What a Laserck BLK or CBL don’t do is depend on 
employees to downstack the finished product.

The Laserck BLK and CBL are equipped with our patented auto-
pallitizer so the finished pieces are not touched once they are fed 
onto the register feed board of the Laserck machine.

Fact – Laserck does not have to have all of the same die cut 
blanks on the die cut sheet.

Laserck Offline Blankers can process a lift with all the same 
product or all different product gang printed. This is great for 
short run lengths.

The Laserck BLK and CBL do not need multiple people to operate 
the machine. With the turning conveyor and the auto palletizer, all 
the operator does is grab and align the lift of stock at the register 
table, push buttons and then do it again. A floor helper can keep 
the feed pallets and finished blanks pallets moving. 

Laserck BLK and CBL Save More Labor

Review:

As little as 5 minute makeready

Easy and Accurate Templates, no manual 
programming at the machine

No disruption of the lift by loading small lifts to 
create a large lift

No lifting of stock to feed or to remove the waste 
skeleton

No stock handling once on the registration table

55 seconds per cycle for a full lift

Auto Palletization on BLK and CBL
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